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The following GBP maps were used for the ground objects. They are
provided in this download: TJSJ_GroundOnly_Details1.bgl,
TJSJ_GroundOnly_LandClasses.bgl,
TJSJ_GroundOnly_LandClasses_Transponder.bgl and
TJSJ_GroundOnly_LandClasses_TurnAway.bgl. This scenery is designed for
FSX, Prepar3D v2.x, Prepar3D v3.3 and Prepar3D v3.5 (Skinned Aircraft
Only); and P3D v2.4 and v2.5. Standard Edition does not contain the
aircraft. For more, please visit our webpage in FB:
https://www.facebook.com/Ddwdrw/ This scenery is perfect for anyone
who want to add a detailed aircraft into their scenery. You don't have to
worry about the compatibility issue. You don't have to worry about the
installation file. You just need to install the scenery, and enjoy your
project. You can download the scenery freely in any FSX or P3D version.
Custom designed and placed landmarks, buildings, stadiums for the city
of San Juan. Custom designed and placed landmarks, buildings, stadiums
for the city of San Juan. High resolution ground textures / Custom runway
textures Static derelict aircraft, and static Military aircraft. Fully AI traffic
compatible. Program Vag Com Do Wersji Y-Palette style design with a
contemporary modern style. Powering the exterior of the airplane is the
Wright Flyer Engines. It is configured with a true 3D overall design. All
materials and textures used in this package, specially designed for FSX,
are being tailored by the author and are created from scratch. The actual
model is created using the MSFS Pro engine while the textures are being
created in real time with textures run through the original textures
engine. ddownload.com
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